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Most Beloved Francis,

It has been ten months since I presented the Payment Bond and Bill of Lading to the Vatican Chancery Court in the Person of Cardinal Mamberti. I shall soon send specific instructions and agents, some of whom are otherwise working as Vatican Mandates, to the Vatican City Bank. I wish to make it clear for the public and private record that I am positing the cured Payment Bond, not depositing it, and that any work done for me by any person currently serving as a Vatican Mandate is not being done in that capacity, but is in fact work for hire under appointment granting them no standing as a Principal of or over the Payment Bond and Bill of Lading.

It has been over 800 years since there has been an actual Jubilee on Earth. It's time to change that, and for the slaves to be set free.

As you know, I don't approve of what has been allowed to go on in the international jurisdiction and have problems with the administration of the global jurisdiction also.

We recently found thousands of tainted patents and trademarks at the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USTPO). These have been used to construct a vast and predatory process designed to defraud and rob people of their identities and their assets and to enrich corporations----both non-profit and for-profit corporations are involved in this spider's web of deceit, racketeering, and fraud.

The process begins almost at birth and follows us throughout our life cycle. It is a truly evil cradle-to-grave predation on the living by the dead legal fiction entities that the Roman Curia has created and then allowed to run wild.

This sophisticated theft of intellectual property, including our names which have been stolen and copyrighted by corporations entrusted to provide us with essential government services, has happened on the watch of those entrusted to administer the global jurisdiction of the air. This is your own particular area of expertise and responsibility and I am reporting this gross negligence and criminal conspiracy to defraud that is standing on the records of the USTPO directly to you, so that you cannot possibly claim that you didn't know and nobody told you. I am telling you, right now, officially: we have the proof and it has been distributed worldwide, so now everyone has the evidence concerning the B.E.A.S.T and all the related automated and computer-controlled processes.

For some reason I cannot fathom, many patents have been issued allowing processes and designs that are clearly and explicitly criminal in nature. The "inventors" come right out and describe who they are going to harm and exactly how they are going to do it----and this has been allowed, rubber-stamped, and protected. Crime has literally been protected by patent, trademark, and copyright privileges granted to these perpetrators via the abuse of our delegated powers.
Surely you know that the Holy Mother is the Patron Saint of America. Surely you know that this state of affairs is a gross affront to justice and to her.

While I am on the subject of displeasure in Heaven and on Earth, I must ask by what stretch of the imagination is it even possible that our national Great Seals are in the filthy hands of grumpy old Jewish bankers at the so-called Federal Reserve? That is sovereign property. It has nothing to do with their criminal exploitation of territorial and municipal corporations that shouldn't even exist. We strenuously object to this entire situation and sue you as Trustee for the return of all our assets, including the Great Seals.

Of additional concern ---- why is the Seal of Saint Peter in the hands of some grubby "security agency" hired by more goons and thugs? Perhaps you could explain to me and the King of Spain how our land jurisdiction, both national and international, has been violated while in the care of both the British Monarchs and the Popes for the past 150 years? How is it that our actual states and our living people have been repeatedly and fraudulently bankrupted for the sins, errors, and profits of corporations operating in violation of the Public Law? Passing hypothetical debt off onto innocent people by a process of coerced assumption?

Where does it end? To be blunt--- when do you put a stop to it?

In recent days I have heard a lot of howling and screeching from the Siblings of Satan, objecting to our demand that credit should be issued to clean up 800 years' worth of shoddy, neglected, dishonest bookkeeping, and more credit issued to re-boot the world economy. What's so crazy about cleaning up your own mess and paying your long, long, overdue bills? These vaunted superior intellects have had 800 years-worth of our credit to use and benefit from. If they haven't made enough profit to pay us back after all this time, they are obviously crooks or fools and, in either case, I am more than willing to put the facts straight up their noses.

Let's begin with the fact that there is a twenty trillion "missing" National Credit owed to the American states and people. Where is it, Francis? You are the Trustee.

There's a $387 billion dollar clump of gold sitting in the so-called Global Debt Facility that was obtained via a false claim on abandonment by the World Bank and IBRD acting as Secondary Creditors of the 1933 bankruptcy of the United States of America, Incorporated. We all know who that gold belongs to---- the American states and people. And you can sure as blazes tell by now that our government is still here, still functioning, not in any interregnum and mad as wet cats, thoroughly appalled by all these self-interested lies and the banal criminality accompanying them. Give it back.

There's only God-knows-how-much money tied up in stock portfolios that were supposedly purchased as part of a benefit package for World War II veterans and their families---- but the purported Beneficiaries were simply never told a word about this and never allowed to claim all these stock portfolios supposedly earmarked for them. Now almost all those veterans are dead and gone. Many of them ended their days in poverty while these goddamned bogus foreign governmental services corporations have siphoned off the profits as endless transaction fees and taxes and now sit perched like vultures, waiting for the day when they can claim that all that wealth was abandoned too.

We are here to tell you that it wasn't abandoned. Those men and their families were cheated out of it. Victimized. Betrayed for the same so-called government that has lied to them for 150 years and involved them --- good honest men believing that they were actually soldiers and sailors serving their country--- in foreign mercenary postal wars. Postal wars? Francis? They don't have a clue, but you do. The Roman Catholic Church created the Post Office. It is still your Number One organizational relationship, other than the Vatican City State. And what am I supposed to say to them? Oh, the Pope faked you out, slipped on his Other Hat while you weren't looking and now, well, sorry to tell you, but you've been put at risk for no sane or noble purpose at all. None of it had anything to do with you or your country. And, by the way, those Discharge Papers are phony, too....?
There's nine trillion dollars worth of funding that the DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD) just misplaced somehow.... $9,000,000,000,000.00 and gee, folks, don't know what happened. Must've fallen out of my pockets while I was hanging upside down on the monkey bars....but hey, you are on the hook to pay for it, so, it's all okay.

You think you can sell this to the American people? You think that bankruptcy protection is an appropriate response?

That feeling of heat rising from the floor underneath your feet right about now? That's me, Francis.

Please inform Cardinal Mamberti that I will be sending him instructions with regard to the Payment Bond and you want him to follow my instructions to the letter.

Anna Maria
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